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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a novel joint sourcechannel coding (JSCC) scheme for scalable video transmission
over multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems. By exploiting the diversity of MIMO antennas and forward error correction (FEC)-based protection, our method aims to provide unequal
error protection (UEP) for the video layers, which are mapped
to appropriate antennas. Moreover, JSCC is also considered
that we extract a proper subset of video layers and allocate
suitable FEC redundancy to them. Jointly considering video layer
extraction, FEC rate allocation, and video layer scheduling, we
are able to achieve UEP so as to minimize end-to-end distortion.
We formulate the scheme as a nonlinear integer optimization
problem, which is known to be NP-hard. To find a near-optimal
solution efficiently, we propose a low-complexity branch-andbound algorithm, which partitions the original problem into a
series of subproblems by a video layer branching technique.
In each branch, the upper and lower distortion bounds are
derived. In particular, we transform the video layer scheduling
subproblem into a 0/1 multiple knapsack problem, which is
NP-complete, and employ an evolutionary Lagrangian method
to find a solution efficiently. For the FEC allocation subproblem,
a Lagrange duality algorithm with fuzzy surrogate subgradient
is proposed. The experimental results demonstrate that the
proposed method has good efficiency while achieving close
performance to the optimal results.
Index Terms— Branch-and-bound, joint source-channel
coding (JSCC), scalable video transmission, unequal error
protection (UEP).

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH the development of broadband wireless networks
and mobile devices, delivering video over wireless
networks has gained increasing attentions. Scalable Video
Coding (SVC) [1] is the scalable extension of H.264/Advanced
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Video Coding (AVC) standard. It has drawn much attention
due to its scalability in multiple dimensions (temporal, spatial,
and quality scalability), which makes it flexible to various
network conditions and terminal devices. To provide highquality video transmission services in wireless links, joint
source-channel coding (JSCC) has proven to be effective in
improving video quality by jointly allocating bitrate between
source coding and channel coding [2]–[5]. Besides, considering the unequal importance of the video layers, it is possible
to achieve unequal error protection (UEP) and graceful quality
gradation for scalable video transport by providing different
levels of error protection to different video layers.
On the other hand, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
antenna systems have recently emerged to greatly enhance
the performance of wireless systems in terms of capacity
and reliability [6]–[8]. MIMO technology has been adopted
in most of the next-generation communication protocols,
such as IEEE 802.11n, WiMax, and 4G (LTE). An MIMO
channel can be decomposed into a series of independent
SISO subchannels with different bandwidth capacities and
packet error rates (PERs). Thus, multiple data streams can
be transmitted simultaneously using a spatial multiplexing
technique [9], [10]. Considering the diversity of multiple
antennas, we aim to provide UEP for video layers by both
scheduling them to appropriate antennas and allocating proper
forward error correction (FEC) redundancy.
In this paper, we propose a novel JSCC scheme for
UEP-based scalable video transmission over MIMO systems,
where a video is encoded with both temporal and quality
scalability by SVC. Our method selectively extracts a suitable subset of video layers for transmission. As a result,
UEP is achieved by both scheduling the extracted video layers
to appropriate antennas and allocating FEC rate unequally,
so as to minimize the end-to-end distortion. To accomplish
these tasks, for each video layer, three factors need to be
determined: 1) whether it would be selected for transmission;
2) which antenna it should be scheduled to; and 3) how much
FEC redundancy it would be allocated with.
We formulate the JSCC scheme as a nonlinear integer
optimization problem, which is, however, NP-hard.
To find a practical near-optimal solution, we employ a
branch-and-bound framework to derive a low-complexity
branch-and-bound algorithm, which extracts the subset
of video layers and partitions the original problem into
subproblems by a branching technique. For each subset of
video layers, we derive its distortion bounds by an appropriate
video layer scheduling and FEC rate allocation. Finally, a
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pruning technique is utilized to remove unimportant branches,
thus the complexity is reduced drastically. Our contribution
is threefold.
1) To the best of our knowledge, we are among the first
to jointly consider video layer extracting, video layer
scheduling, and FEC rate allocation in formulating the
problem of JSCC scheme for UEP-based scalable video
transmission over MIMO systems. We formulate the
problem into a nonlinear integer optimization problem
and put the three aspects of video layer extracting,
video layer scheduling, and FEC rate allocation into
an efficient branch-and-bound framework to solve the
optimization problem.
2) We transform the video layer scheduling problem into a
0/1 multiple knapsack problem (MKP) under the second
Shannon theorem, and then propose an evolutionary
Lagrangian method to find a suitable solution for the
0/1 MKP which is known to be NP-complete.
3) Using Lagrangian relaxation, we transform the FEC
rate allocation problem into an unconstrained integer
optimization problem. Then, based on Lagrange duality,
we design a novel low-complexity fuzzy surrogate
subgradient (FSSG) algorithm to solve the problem.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a brief view of related work. In Section III,
we formulate the proposed video transmission scheme into
a nonlinear integer optimization problem. In Section IV,
a branch-and-bound framework-based algorithm is proposed
to solve the optimization problem. We give the details of
video layer scheduling and FEC rate allocation in Sections V
and VI, respectively. Section VII presents the experimental
results. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section VIII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Resource allocation for scalable video transmission over
MIMO wireless networks has been studied to improve video
transmission quality [11]–[15] for years. Li et al. [11]
proposed a cross-layer optimization scheme, which includes
packet prioritization and QoS mapping, for the delivery
of SVC over the IEEE 802.11e wireless networks.
Li et al. [12], [15] also studied resource allocation for scalable
video transmission over MIMO, where bit loading and power
allocation are jointly considered.
While considering the unequal importance of video layers,
UEP has proven to be effective in achieving error-resilient
video transport over error-prone networks. Existing UEP
schemes for scalable video transmission can be mainly classified into two categories according to the video layers
to be protected in a video bitstream: 1) UEP in different
quality layers [16]–[20] and 2) UEP in different temporal
layers [21]–[23]. In quality scalability of SVC, each video
frame is encoded into multiple layers by multilevel quantization techniques. Since different layers of a scalable video
bitstream are not equally important (i.e., the base layer is the
most important, the first enhancement layer is the second, and
so on), an intuitive way of protecting a scalable bitstream is
to add more protection to the layers that impact the quality
more. The UEP for quality layers has been addressed by
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many researchers [16]–[20]. For instance, in [17], the problem
of UEP between the base and enhancement layers of finegranularity-scalability (FGS) coding is investigated and the
concept of fine-grained loss protection is introduced. On the
other hand, by adopting the hierarchical-B frame structure,
temporal scalability is achieved in SVC. Considering the
different importance of different types of frames, the anchor
frames (i.e., I-frames and P-frames) should be given with
more protection than the less-important nonanchor frames
(i.e., B-frames). Researchers have tackled the problem of
UEP for SVC by appropriately considering the various frame
types [21]–[24]. For example, in [21]–[23], the sensitivity of
succeeding frames is explored to minimize the mean distortion
over the transmitted sequence. The bit error sensitivity of the
three types of frames is considered so that the dependence
among them is exploited in [24].
Nevertheless, joint consideration of quality scalability and
temporal scalability of SVC for channel rate allocation was
relatively rarely studied in [25] and [26]. Fang and Chau [25]
jointly consider these two aspects and solve the problem using
a genetic algorithm (GA) for MPEG-4 FGS video. However,
GAs are considered to be slow and susceptible to premature
convergence. In [26], a complex model was proposed to
estimate the overall distortion of decoded frames, and the
performance of FEC rate allocation is heavily dependent on
the distortion model. However, these two works ignored the
benefits of JSCC.
The JSCC has also proven to an effective means for error
resilient video streaming. A JSCC framework for scalable
video transmission over MIMO systems was proposed in [5].
In this method, the video layers are protected by multiplexingdiversity tradeoff of MIMO system and unequal FEC rate
allocation. However, it only considered the quality scalability of SVC, but did not consider achieving UEP by video
layer scheduling. In [27], a novel JSCC scheme for scalable
video transmission over MIMO systems was proposed. In the
scheme, we derived the FEC rate allocation under the assumption that FEC coding can achieve the theoretic upper bound
of Shannon limits, and scheduled the video layers to multiple
antenna elements by a heuristic scheduling method. However,
the FEC rate may be allocated poorly since Shannon limits
generally cannot be achieved in practice.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
The block diagram of our proposed JSCC scheme for
UEP-based scalable video transmission is shown in Fig. 1.
The input video sequence is first encoded into several layers
with an SVC encoder, which is then sent over MIMO wireless
channels. To achieve graceful quality degradation in lossy
transmission, we allocate the bandwidth between the source
and channel coding rates, and then perform UEP for the
video layers. In particular, we adapt the source video rate
by extracting a subset of video layers for transmission and
dropping the remaining. For the extracted video layers, UEP
is provided by both scheduling them to appropriate antennas
and adding unequal FEC protections. Therefore, our scheme
involves three key components: 1) video layer extraction;
2) video layer scheduling; and 3) FEC rate allocation.
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.
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System diagram of video transmission with JSCC focused on UEP.

Structure of quality-temporal scalability of SVC bitstream.

A. Video Layer Extraction
As mentioned previously, we adapt the source rate of a
scalable video by extracting a subset of video layers for
transmission and dropping the remaining. When a video layer
is extracted for transmission, it would be scheduled to a
certain antenna; otherwise, it is dropped. The aim of this
operation is to find the best subset of video layers under the
bandwidth constraints. Considering the dependence between
video layers, for a given quantization parameter and frame rate,
we extract all video layers with larger quantization parameters
and smaller frame rates. For example, assuming the given
quantization parameter and frame rate are QP2 and FR2 ,
respectively, the extracted video layers would include l(1, 1),
l(1, 2), l(2, 1), and l(2, 2) as indicated in the red broken
rectangle in Fig. 2, where l(t, q) denotes the video layer at
the tth temporal layer and the qth quality layer.
B. Video Layer Scheduling
Considering the diversity of channel qualities of multiple
transmit antennas, UEP can be provided by scheduling the
video layers to appropriate antennas so as to improve video
quality. In this paper, if a video layer is extracted for transmission, all of its data will be scheduled to the same antenna.
On the other hand, multiple extracted video layers are allowed
to be scheduled to multiple antennas (but data from the same
layer has to be scheduled to the same antenna) or to the same
antenna. Thus, this is a many-to-one mapping problem.
C. FEC Rate Allocation
Application-level FEC has proven to be an efficient means
for packet loss recovery. By unequal FEC rate allocation, video
layers are protected unequally and graceful video quality is
achieved. Considering both the temporal and quality scalability
of SVC, we allocate redundancy unequally with the aim of
minimizing the distortion.
In the application scenarios of SVC, the video is encoded
into multiple layers with multidimensional video scalability

at the server side. Combining with the feedback network
conditions (e.g., bandwidth constraint, PER), suitable video
layers are extracted for transmission to maximize the video
quality. Thus, estimating the video rate and weight for each
layer is indispensable for layer extraction and our joint
optimization problem.
Current H.264/SVC video coding standard supports scalability in the temporal, spatial, and quality dimensions. In this
paper, we suppose a video sequence is encoded into L = T Q
layers with T layers in the temporal dimension and Q layers
in the quality dimension. When a video layer belongs to the
tth temporal layer and the qth quality layer, it is denoted by
l(t, q), as shown in Fig. 2. Some objective quality metrics,
such as peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), cannot represent
quality changes in the temporal dimension. Thus, we adopt a
temporal-quantization quality model [28] to measure the rate
and weight of video layers. In particular, for the given frame
rate FRt and quantization parameter QPq , the video rate and
quality are written as
⎧




QRq −a
FR t b
⎪
⎪
⎪R FR t , QR q = Rmax
⎨
QR min
FR max
(1)
QRq
t
−c QR
⎪
−d FRFR
⎪ 
max
min 1 − e

e
⎪
⎩ Q FRt , QR = Q max
q
e−c
1 − e−d
where FR max and QPmin should be chosen based on the
underlying application, Rmax and Q max are the actual rate and
quality when coding a video at FRmax and QPmin , and a, b, c,
and d are the model parameters. We define R(FR t , QPq ) = 0,
and Q(FR t , QPq ) = 0 if t = 0 or q = 0. For each video layer
l(t, q), we denote its rate and weight by r (t, q) and w(t, q).
Then, according to (1), we get r (t, q) and w(t, q) as




⎧
r (t, q) = R FR t , QRq + R FR t −1 , QRq−1
⎪
⎪




⎪
⎨
−R FRt , QR q−1 − R FRt −1 , QR q




(2)
⎪
⎪w (t, q) = Q FR t , QRq + Q FR t −1 , QRq−1 
⎪
⎩
−Q FR t , QRq−1 − Q FRt −1 , QRq .
The intuition of deriving (2) from (1) is to generalize the
case of SVC with single dimensional scalability proposed
in [29]. For example, in SVC with single dimensional scalability, Wi denotes the PSNR when an SVC-coded bitstream
is decoded with all i layers, then wi = Wi − Wi−1 is the
weight of layer i , which indicates the additional PSNR when
the bitstream is decoded with all i layers compared with
that decoded with only i − 1 layers. Similarly, in this paper,
w(t, q) denotes the additional visual quality gain when a video
bitstream is decoded with all layers l(i, j )(i ≤ t, j ≤ q)
compared with that decoded without the l(i, j )th layer. The
video rate r (t, q) is derived in a similar way.
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For more details about this model, one can refer to [28].
It is worth noting that although there is still no widely
accepted model for combined temporal and quality scalability so far, there has been some promising results reported
in [30]–[34]. This paper aims to propose an efficient optimization framework to incorporate such models, which can well
characterize the rate r (t, q) and weight w(t, q) for each video
layer. Besides the model in [28], in fact, other similar models,
which can well characterize the rate r (t, q) and weight w(t, q)
for each video layer, can also be plugged into our framework
without changing the problem formulation and the solution
algorithm. We adopted the model proposed in [28] under the
consideration that, to the best of our knowledge, it and its
extended versions should be among the most cited ones for
combined temporal and quality scalability. Wang et al. [28]
have some subsequent publications [35], [36] on the same
issue but the models are generally similar. Promising results
about the models and their successful applications to video
transport were reported in [35] and [36]. While how to design
a better model is beyond the scope of this paper, we believe
that the experimental results based on the model in [28] can
be used as a good example to demonstrate the effectiveness
of our proposed scheme and solution algorithm.
Suppose there are N transmit antennas and each antenna
{n|n ≤ N } has bandwidth capacity Cn (bps) and PER ρn ,
which depends on the channels characteristics. We define
X = {x tnq } as a binary indicator matrix with size L × N. Its
entry x tnq = 1 if video layer l(t, q) is scheduled to antenna n;
otherwise x tnq = 0. Therefore, when video layer l(t, q) is
selected for transmission, it will be scheduled to one of the
N
x tnq = 1; otherwise
N transmit antennas, thus we have n=1
N
n
n=1 x t q = 0. After scheduling the video layers to multiple
antennas by matrix X, video layer l(t, q) is transmitted over
the antenna whose PER is
⎧N
N
⎪
n
⎪
x tnq = 1
⎨ x t q ρn if
n=1
n=1
(3)
pt q =
N
⎪
⎪
⎩1
x tnq = 0
if
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in the protocols. While in application layer, the available FEC
rates is dependent on the length of an encoding block, e.g., if
the encoding block length is M, the FEC coding rate can be
{1/M, 2/M, . . . , 1}. Note, application-layer FEC and physical
rate selection can be jointly optimized to further improve
the transmission quality and there is a fundamental tradeoff
between these two aspects. For example, in the physical
layer, different physical rates provide different transmission
reliability and rate capacity, whereas in the application layer,
different FEC rates provide different transmission reliability
and consume different rate resource. Besides, it is worth
noticing that there exists cliff phenomenon for FEC codes
that for each given PHY transmission error probability, there
exists a threshold that when the allocated FEC redundancy
is higher than the threshold, the error probability becomes
rapidly very low, otherwise it becomes rapidly very high.
Moreover, the higher the PHY transmission error probability,
the higher the threshold. Thus, when the average PER is
becoming higher, the threshold is also becomes larger and
more bandwidth resource is needed. Instead of adding insufficient FEC redundancy, which leads to high error probability,
we discard some high video layers (unimportant video layers)
so as to add enough FEC redundancy to the low video layers
(important video layers) as the experiment results shows.
In addition, the probability of packet error is a function of the
packet length M as (4) shows. In general, by jointly optimizing
the packet length with the other aspects, the video quality
can be further improved with the price of increasing both the
optimization complexity and the decoding complexity. In this
paper, we consider the packet length as a constant and do not
adjust the transmission process so as to reduce the complexity.
Considering the dependence of scalable video layers that a
higher layer can be decoded if and only if all the lower layers
have been decoded correctly. Thus, the expected distortion of
the reconstructed video is expressed by


1− PiFEC
w(t, q) 1−
D(X, K) =
j (X, k i j )
t ≤T , q≤Q

i≤t, j ≤q

n=1

where ρn denotes the PER of antenna n.
To correct transmission errors, application-level FEC coding
is applied. For video layer l(t, q), suppose every kt q video
source packets are encoded with the packet-level FEC
(M, kt q ) code to generate additional M − kt q redundant
packets, where M is the length of FEC block. As long as a
client receives at least kt q out of the M packets, it can recover
all the source packets. Then, the FEC error probability of video
layer l(t, q) can be calculated by
M−ktq

PtFEC
q (X, k t q ) = 1 −
i=0



M
i

pti q (1 − pt q ) M−i

(4)

and pt q is given in (3). In this paper, we adopt application-level
FEC rather than physical layer FEC considering its flexibility
and convenience for the experiments. In the physical layer, the
number of available protection levels is equal to the number
of available physical rates, which is usually rather limited and
generally cannot be changed as it has already been specified

(5)
where K = [k11, k21, . . . , k T Q ].
It is worth noticing that when video layer l(t, q) is dropped,
we have kt q = 0. Thus, the total transmitted rate over
antenna n is (M/kt q )r (t, q)x tnq for all kt q = 0, which must
not exceed the antenna’s bandwidth capacity. Now, we can
formulate the system as
{X∗ , K∗ } = argmin D(X, K)
{X,K}

s.t.
t ≤T ,q≤Q

M
r (t, q) x tnq ≤ Cn ∀n ≤ N, kt q = 0
kt q

x tnq ∈ {0, 1} ∀t ≤ T, q ≤ Q
n≤N
x tnq ∈

{0, 1} ∀t ≤ T, q ≤ Q, n ≤ N

0 ≤ kt q ≤ M, kt q ∈ Z ∀t ≤ T, q ≤ QC
and Z denotes the set of integer.

(6)
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quantization-step index Q, i.e., branch b(T, Q), we iterate
every combination of frame rate and quantization step-size.
Since branch b(t, q) includes all video layers lower than video
layer l(t, q), including layer l(t, q), it is branched into two
child nodes, b(t, q − 1) and b(t − 1, q), and branch b(t, q)
is partitioned. By iterating this process, we obtain the branchand-bound tree.
B. Bounding

Fig. 3.

Flowchart of the proposed branch-and-bound algorithm.

The objective of this optimization problem is to minimize
the total expected distortion by joint video source rate adaptation (layer extraction), video layer scheduling, and FEC rate
allocation under the bandwidth constraints. It is a nonlinear
integer optimization problem, and performing an exhaustive
search (ES) over the whole solution space whose size is
M L (N + 1) L would be computationally very expensive and,
therefore, impractical.
IV. B RANCH - AND -B OUND A LGORITHM
To solve the optimization problem in (6), we propose a
branch-and-bound algorithm. Branch-and-bound is an iterative
method for solving optimization problems, especially for discrete and combinatorial problems. Fig. 3 shows the flowchart
of the proposed branch-and-bound algorithm. Three important
components are included in the branch-and-bound procedure.
The first is called branching, which is used to partition the
primal problem into some simpler subproblems (branches).
The second is bounding, which is used to derive the bounds
for each branch. It is worth noticing that the bounds of each
branch are further affected by the FEC rate allocation scheme
and video layer scheduling scheme. In Sections V and VI, we
will give the details of how to schedule the video layers to
appropriate channels and to allocate the FEC redundancy for
the video layers. The last is pruning, which is used to delete
some unimportant branches so as to reduce complexity.
A. Branching
We employ the branching technique to partition the original
video source layers into mutually exclusive subsets of layers.
Each branch, which is represented by a node, is a set of
extracted layers for transmission. In this paper, the term
branch and node are used interchangeably. Considering the
dependence between video layers, we denote a branch by a
two-tuple b(t, q), and the branch should include all the video
layers l(i, j ) with 1 ≤ i ≤ and 1 ≤ j ≤ q.
Then, we branch the video layers as follows: starting
from the branch with the maximal frame rate index T and

For a certain branch, its distortion comes from two parts:
1) the distortion caused by dropping some video layers and
2) the distortion caused by transmission error for the extracted
video layers, where the latter is further affected by both
video layer scheduling and FEC rate allocation. In particular,
since a branch b(t0 , q0 ) contains video layers l(t0 , q0 ) and
all other video layers lower than l(t0 , q0 ), while dropping the
remaining, the total excepted distortion for branch b(t0 , q0 )
can be computed
D(b(t0 , q0 ), X, K) =

w(t, q)PtVq +
t ≤t0
q≤q0

where
PtVq = 1 −

w(t, q)

(7)

t0 <t ≤T
q0 <q≤Q

1 − PiFEC
j (X, k i j )


(8)

i≤t
j ≤q

is the video error rate for layer l(t, q). Then, we move to
derive the distortion bounds of (7).
1) Lower Bound: The lower bound is generally derived
by relaxing the constraints. From (4) and (7), we find that
the distortion D(b(t0 , q0 ), X, K) is an increasing function of
both ki j and pi j (i ≤ t0 , j ≤ q0 ). A smaller ki j , which implies
more FEC protection, would lead to fewer distortion, but it
comes with the risk of exceeding the bandwidth capacity.
Under this observation, we bound the distortion by relaxing the
bandwidth constraints that we set ki j = 1 without considering
the constraints of bandwidth capacity at first. Then, since pi j
is affected by video layer scheduling matrix X, we further
bound the distortion under the assumption that all video layers
in branch b(t0 , q0 ) are scheduled to the antenna with the
smallest PER. Therefore, we have
pi j = min(ρ1 , ρ2 , . . . , ρ N ),

if i ≤ t0 , j ≤ q0 .

(9)

Thus, by substituting ki j = 1 and (9) into (4), we obtain
the lower bounds of the FEC error probability for video layer
l(i, j ) in branch b(t0 , q0 ) as
FEC
M
PiFEC
j (X, k i j ) = Pi j (X, 1) = pi j

(10)

where pi j is equal to the minimal PER given by (9). Then, the
lower bound of the distortion for branch b(t0 , q0 ) is derived
by substituting (10) into (7).
2) Upper Bound: The upper bound of the distortion in (7) is
derived by finding a near optimal and feasible video scheduling matrix X and FEC rate allocation vector K. However,
these two aspects are dependent, since for a different video
layer scheduling solution, the optimal FEC rate allocation
is also different. Therefore, it is challenging to solve these
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two problems jointly. Instead, we first schedule the video layers to multiple antenna elements based on the second Shannon
theorem. Then, based on Lagrange duality, the FEC rate is
allocated by our proposed FSSG algorithm. The details of
video layer scheduling and FEC rate allocation are given in
Sections V and VI, respectively.
C. Pruning
Pruning is implemented to delete unimportant branches so
as to reduce the search space. The core of pruning is based on
an observation that, for the above minimization problem, one
branch and those branches rooted at it can be safely discarded
if and only if the lower bound of distortion for this branch
is higher than the upper bound for any other branches. Thus,
the computational complexity can be reduced by pruning these
branches.
In each iteration, the branch with the smallest lower bound
of distortion is selected. When the lower bound is equal to
the upper bound or the gap between them achieves a certain
predefined threshold, the algorithm terminates; otherwise, the
branch is further partitioned.

However, since the 0/1 MKP is a well-known NP-complete
problem [37], we employ the evolutionary Lagrangian method
proposed in [38] to find a practical near-optimal solution. For
more details about this method, one can refer to [38] and the
references therein. We solve the 0/1 MKP with the purpose of
finding a feasible video layer scheduling solution. For branch
b(t0 , q0 ), a feasible video layer scheduling solution means
each video layer in the branch has been scheduled to a certain
antenna and the other video layers have been dropped, so we
N
x tnq = 1(t ≤ t0 , q ≤ q0 ). Then, combining with
have n=1
n
x t q = 0(t > t0 , q > q0 ), we obtain a feasible video layer
scheduling solution for the primal problem.
N
Thus, for this 0/1 MKP, if n=1
x tnq = 1 for all t ≤ t0 ,
q ≤ q0 , the solution is a feasible video layer scheduling
solution. Otherwise, it means too many video layers have been
selected and the branch needs to be further branched.
Nevertheless, the second Shannon theorem does not give the
method of how to allocate FEC redundancy so as to achieve
the highest transmission reliability. Based on the above video
layer scheduling solution, we allocate FEC redundancy using
our proposed FSSG presented in Section VI.
VI. P ROPOSED FSSG A LGORITHM FOR
FEC R ATE A LLOCATION

V. V IDEO L AYER S CHEDULING
According to the second Shannon theorem, by employing
appropriate channel coding, the source bits can be transmitted
with arbitrary transmission reliability when the source rate is
not higher than the effective bandwidth capacity. Then, we
are able to treat the nth (1 ≤ n ≤ N) antenna elements as a
lossless channel with an effective bandwidth capacity of
C̃n = C ∗ (1 − ρn ).

(11)

Then, we schedule the video layers to antennas under the
effective bandwidth constraints. However, it is worth to noticing that it is only theoretically correct that there are no
losses when the video rate is no more than C̃n according
to Shannon limits. In practice, there is no such a channel
coding scheme that can achieve this limit as Shannon limits
are proved under the assumption that both the power and the
encoding length are infinite. This is also the reason why we
reallocate the FEC redundancy by our proposed FSSG method
in Section VI.
For branch b(t0 , q0 ), we transform the video layer scheduling problem into a 0/1 MKP: given a set of t0 ∗q0 video layers
with rate r (t, q) and weight w(t, q)(t ≤ t0 , q ≤ q0 ), and the
total N transmit antenna elements (knapsacks) with capacity
C̃n (1 ≤ n ≤ N). The objective is to maximize the total weight
under the effective bandwidth constraints. Then, the 0/1 MKP
is formulated as
w(t, q)x tnq

MKP : max
t ≤t0 , q≤q0 n≤N

r (t, q)x tnq ≤ C̃n ∀1 ≤ n ≤ N

s.t.
t ≤t0 ,q≤q0

x tnq ∈ {0, 1} ∀t ≤ t0 , q ≤ q0
n≤N
x tnq ∈

{0, 1} ∀t ≤ t0 , q ≤ q0 .
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(12)

For branch b(t0 , q0 ), we have obtained the video layer
scheduling matrix X0 by solving the 0/1 MKP in Section V.
Now, given X0 , we would like to allocate the redundancy
among the video layers to minimize the overall distortion. It is
worth noticing that for a given matrix X0 , pt q (t ≤ t0 , q ≤ q0 )
is no longer a variable in (4) according to (3). Thus, the
problem can be rewritten as follows:
IP : {K∗ } = argmin D(b(t0 , q0 ), X0 , K)
{K}

s.t.
t ≤t0 ,q≤q0

M
r (t, q)x tnq − Cn ≤ 0 ∀n ≤ N
kt q

(i)

kt q − M ≤ 0 ∀t ≤ t0 , q ≤ q0

(ii)

−kt q + 1 ≤ 0 ∀t ≤ t0 , q ≤ q0
kt q ≤ 0 ∀t>t0 , q>q0

(iii)
(iv)

−kt q ≤ 0 ∀t>t0 , q>q0
kt q ∈ Z ∀t ≤ T, q ≤ Q.

(v)
(13)

This is an integer programming (IP) problem, and there are
N + 2L constraints for the above IP problem: 1) constraint (i)
indicates the total rate should not exceed the bandwidth
capacity for each antenna; 2) constraints (ii) and (iii) indicate
that when a video layer is selected for transmission, there are
at most M and at least one source packet in an FEC block;
and 3) constraints (iv) and (v) indicate no packet is transmitted
for the dropped layers, i.e., kt q = 0. For the sake of clarity,
we denote these constraints as g(K) ≤ 0.
The N + 2L constraints couple the decision variables
kt q thus making the above IP difficult to solve. Using the
Lagrangian relaxation approach, we relax the constraints by
introducing an (N + 2L) × 1 Lagrangian multiplier vector λ
and the following Lagrangian function:
J (K, λ) ≡ D(b(t0 , q0 ), X0 , K) + gT (K)λ.

(14)
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The relaxed problem is to minimize J (K, λ) over K, resulting
in the concave non-smooth dual function as
J (λ) ≡

J˜(K, λ).

min

1≤ktq ≤M

(15)

The dual problem is to maximize the dual function
J ∗ = J (λ∗ ) = max J (λ)
λ≥0

(16)

where λ∗ is the optimal dual solution and J ∗ = J (λ∗ ) is the
optimal dual value. In most cases, the optimization problem
in (16) is performed iteratively. At the termination of such
iterations, a simple heuristic is applied to adjust the relaxed
problem solutions so as to obtain a feasible result satisfying
all the constraints.
In general, a subgradient method is used to maximize the
dual function, and at the uth iteration, the multipliers are
updated by
λu+1 = λu + s u gu

(17)

where gu = g(Ku ) is the subgradient of J (λ) at λu , here
Ku = K(λu ) = arg min J˜(K, λu ), and s u is the stepsize at
1≤ktq ≤M

the uth iteration. However, to find the search direction gu ,
this method requires the minimization of all the subproblems,
which is very time consuming.
In this paper, we propose to fuzzily utilize the historic surrogate subgradient information to obtain the search direction.
When deriving the subgradient, instead of solving the optimization subproblems, only an approximate minimization is
performed where the new iterate K(λu ) satisfies the following
condition for the given set of multipliers λu :
 

 J˜(K, λu ) < J˜(Ku−1 , λu )
u
u

K = K(λ ) ∈ K 
(18)
∀1 ≤ kt q ≤ M − 1.
Furthermore, the linear combination of historic subgradient
information is utilized to predict the current subgradient for
the next iteration as
v iu gi

(19)

i=1

where v iu is the weight of the i th historic gradient at the
uth iteration. Then, we plug gu in (17) by (19), and the
multipliers are updated as
λu+1 = λu + s u g̃u .

(20)

In general, when a historic surrogate subgradient is close to
the current subgradient, it contains more information for the
search direction decision and, therefore, a high value of weight
is given. The weight of each historic gradient is calculated as
v iu =

v̄ iu
u
j =1

where

(21)

v̄ uj

⎧
⎨ [ J (λu ) + ε − J (Ki , λu )]/ε
v̄ iu = if J (Ki , λu ) < J (λu ) + ε
⎩
0, else.

J ∗ − J (λu )
, α≥2
(23)
α
and the step-size is set to satisfy the following constraint:
0≤ε≤

0 < su ≤

2(J ∗ − J (λu ))
, α≥2
α gu 2

(24)

where α is a parameter. As a result, the proposed FSSG
algorithm has several nice properties.
Proposition 1: If ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , u, the value of J (Ki , λu )
is less than the optimal dual cost J ∗ , i.e., J (Ki , λu ) < J ∗ , the
corresponding surrogate subgradient gi is an acute angle with
the optimal direction. That is
0 < J ∗ − J (Ki , λu ) < (gi )T (λ∗ − λu ).
(25)
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix A.
This proposition indicates that in the FSSG algorithm, each
of the selected historic surrogate subgradients is an acute angle
with the optimal direction. Otherwise, they are not used since
their weights are zero.
Proposition 2: When parameter α ≥ 2, the fuzzy subgradient direction is always in an acute angle with the optimal
direction
J ∗ − J (λu )
< (g̃u )T (λ∗ − λu ).
(26)
0≤
α
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix B.
This proposition justifies that the combination of historic
surrogate subgradients, i.e., the fuzzy subgradient, is always
in an acute angle with the optimal direction.
Theorem 1: With the proposed FSSG algorithm, the
multipliers move closer to an optimal λ∗ step by step
λ∗ − λu+1 < λ∗ − λu

u

g̃u =

In the above, all near-optimal solutions (having a cost within ε
of the minimum cost) are considered and assigned a weight.
Since the near-optimal solutions with positive weights are
usually byproducts when the relaxed problem is solved,
their corresponding gu and v iu can be easily obtained. The
parameter ε is set to satisfy

∀u ≥ 1.

(27)

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix C.
Considering that it is very hard or even impossible to
directly obtain the optimal value J ∗ during the iterations
in practice, an approximate estimate based on the method
proposed in [39] can be used. To simplify the implementation,
during the iterations, we always set J ∗ is equal to the best
result that has been already obtained in this paper. When the
iterations terminate, the relaxed problem solutions are adjusted
by applying some heuristics, such as the floor operation, to
obtain a feasible result satisfying the constraints. Then, the
distortion is obtained according to (7), which is also the upper
bound for D(b(t0 , q0 ), X, K∗ ).
VII. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

(22)

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
algorithms. Three test video sequences, Akiyo, City, and Crew,
with different motion characteristics and spatial details are
used for the performance evaluation. All sequences have a
spatial resolution of 352 × 288 pixels (CIF) are encoded into
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Fig. 4. FEC rate allocation for video sequence City with average bandwidth capacity 100 kb/s over various PER. (a) Average PER = 5%. (b) Average
PER = 10%. (c) Average PER = 15%.

TABLE I

TABLE III

QR AND F RAME R ATE FOR A LL V IDEO S EQUENCES

PARAMETERS FOR THE T ESTED S EQUENCES

TABLE II
S CHEDULING R ESULTS FOR City W ITH BANDWIDTH
C ONSTRAINT 200 kb/s AND AVERAGE PER = 10%

5 layers in both temporal and quality dimensions. In Table I,
we give the average QR and frame rate for each layer, and
in Table III, we show the details of model parameter for all
sequences. For each video sequence, the details of bitrates
and weights for all video layers are given in Tables IV–VI.
Parameter α is set to two. Suppose there are four antennas
with the same bandwidth capacity that C1 = C2 = C3 = C4 ,
but having different PERs with ρ1 = 2ρ2 = 4ρ3 = 8ρ4 .
For the given PER, the GE packet loss model is used to
generate packet losses. The experiments are implemented over
a wide range of bandwidth capacities and average PERs. This
experimental setup is considered sufficiently comprehensive
to represent the diversity of different antenna elements and
heterogeneous network conditions.
A. FEC Rate Allocation
We first evaluate the FEC rate allocation performance of our
proposed scheme. Figs. 4–6 present the FEC rate allocation
under various network conditions. Due to the space limit
of this paper, we only present the results of sequence Ci t y
because its Rmax is medium among the selected three video
sequences.
All the figures show that for the given bandwidth capacity
constraints, some relatively higher layers are dropped as the
average PER increases, so that the source rate is reduced and
more redundancy bits can be added to protect the extracted
video layers. For example, in Fig. 4(a), only the two highest
quality layers are dropped and 15 video layers are transmitted
when average PER is 5%. When average PER increases to

15%, the highest temporal layers are also dropped and only
12 video layers are transmitted.
However, although lower layers are more important than
higher layers due to the inter-layer dependence, they may not
always be given with stronger FEC protection. For instance,
the FEC rate of the first quality layers is higher than the fourth
quality layers in Fig. 5(b) (an FEC code with a higher code
rate implies lower protection capability since the code rate is
k/M for FEC(M, k)). This is mainly because multiple transmit
antennas have different transmission reliability. We have given
an example of the scheduling results in Table II. Combining
with results in Fig. 5(b) and Table II, we can see that the
more important video layers may not be given more FEC
protections, this is because FEC rate allocation is not only
dependent on video layers importance, but also affected by
the video layer scheduling results, and vice versa. Under
different bandwidth constraints and average PERs, it has
similar characteristic and we omit the scheduling results of
the other scenarios.
When comparing the results under different average PERs
and bandwidth capacities, we observe that the FEC rate allocation and video layer extraction patterns are quite different.
However, when some video layers need to be dropped due to
either a high average PER or a low bandwidth capacity, the
relatively higher layers are dropped preferentially to give more
protections to the relatively lower layers.
B. Visual Quality Estimation
In this section, we compare the video quality of the proposed scheme against other schemes under various network
conditions. The video quality is computed by subtracting the
distortion in (5) from the maximal quality given in Table III.
1) Quality Evaluation Under the Single-Antenna Scenario:
We first demonstrate the effectiveness of the branching
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TABLE IV
V IDEO L AYERS ’ R ATE (kb/s)/W EIGHT FOR Akiyo

TABLE V
V IDEO L AYERS ’ R ATE (kb/s)/W EIGHT FOR City

TABLE VI
V IDEO L AYERS ’ R ATE (kb/s)/W EIGHT FOR Crew

Fig. 5. FEC rate allocation for video sequence City with average bandwidth capacity constraint 200 kb/s over various PER. (a) Average PER = 5%.
(b) Average PER = 10%. (c) Average PER = 15%.

Fig. 6. FEC rate allocation for video sequence City with average bandwidth capacity constraint 300 kb/s over various PER. (a) Average PER = 5%.
(b) Average PER = 10%. (c) Average PER = 15%.

technique for layer extraction and that of the FSSG
algorithm for FEC rate allocation. To eliminate the
effect of video layer scheduling, we implement the

algorithm under the single-antenna scenario. The results
are compared with the performance of the following
schemes.
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Fig. 7. Quality comparison of the proposed scheme against other schemes under the single-antenna scenario. Different video sequences are tested with
bandwidth capacity 400 kb/s. (a) Akiyo. (b) City. (c) Crew.

Fig. 8. Quality comparison of the proposed scheme against other schemes under the single-antenna scenario. Different video sequences are tested with
bandwidth capacity 800 kb/s. (a) Akiyo. (b) City. (c) Crew.

Fig. 9. Quality comparison of the proposed scheme against other schemes under the single-antenna scenario. Different video sequences are tested with
bandwidth capacity 1200 kb/s. (a) Akiyo. (b) City. (c) Crew.

1) GA [25]: The GA is adopted in [25] to allocate FEC
rate for the video layers. However, it does not consider
joint rate allocation between the source coding and
channel coding rates. When the bandwidth capacity
is smaller than the source rate, this scheme becomes
unusable. Thus, in our experiments, we modify this
scheme so that video layer extraction is implemented
by our proposed branch-and-bound algorithm, and then
GA is used for FEC rate allocation to derive the bounds
for each subproblem.
2) JSCC [5]: In the JSCC framework proposed in [5],
by adopting the space time block code technique, the
MIMO channel is treated as a virtual single channel
(spatial diversity) with higher transmission reliability.
Besides, it only considers the quality scalability of SVC,
and controls the source rate by truncating higher video
layers. When considering both quality and temporal
scalability, however, this method is not suitable. In our
experiments, we extend this JSCC method into two variants: JSCC [5] + TS and JSCC [5] + QS, that is, the layers are truncated in temporal dimension (JSCC [5] + TS)
and in quality dimension (JSCC [5] + QS), respectively.

After video layer truncation, we implement our proposed
FSSG algorithm for FEC rate allocation.
The results presented in Figs. 7–9 show that our
proposed scheme always performs the best under different network conditions for all video sequences. The superior performance mainly comes from two aspects: 1) branch-and-bound
based layer extraction and 2) FSSG-based FEC rate allocation.
First, since both JSCC [5] + TS and JSCC [5] + QS
implement the same FEC rate allocation algorithm with our
proposed scheme, the significant performance improvement of
our proposed scheme over JSCC [5] + TS and JSCC [5] + QS
demonstrates that the proposed branch-and-bound based layer
extraction strategy is significantly more effective than the
methods by truncating video layers in a certain single dimension. On the other hand, the quality gap between our proposed
scheme and GA [25] demonstrates the effectiveness of FSSG
algorithm over GA algorithm, as both implement the same
layer extraction scheme.
2) Quality Evaluation Under the Multiantenna Scenario:
We then evaluate the quality performance of our proposed
algorithms under multiantenna scenario. The ES method
and our previous JSCC scheme [27] are implemented for
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Fig. 10. Quality comparison of the proposed scheme against other schemes under the multiantenna scenario. Different video sequences are tested with
average bandwidth capacity 300 kb/s. (a) Akiyo. (b) City. (c) Crew.

Fig. 11. Quality comparison of the proposed scheme against other schemes under the multiantenna scenario. Different video sequences are tested with
average bandwidth capacity 400 kb/s. (a) Akiyo. (b) City. (c) Crew.

Fig. 12. Quality comparison of the proposed scheme against other schemes under the multiantenna scenario. Different video sequences are tested with
average bandwidth capacity 500 kb/s. (a) Akiyo. (b) City. (c) Crew.

comparison. Considering the high computational complexity
of ES, it is only implemented on the video layer scheduling,
whereas the branching technique is implemented for layer
extraction and the FSSG algorithm is implemented for FEC
rate allocation. The results in Figs. 10–12 show that our
proposed scheme achieves very close quality performance
with the ES method and performs better than JSCC [27]. This
performance loss of JSCC [27] is mainly because that FEC
rate allocation is implemented under the Shannon limits, which
generally cannot be achieved in practice. On the other hand, we
also show the iteration results in Table VII. In ES, each video
layer can be scheduled to one of the four antennas and the
optimal scheduling solution is found by searching the whole
solution space whose size is 425 , the complexity is awesome.
While both our proposed scheme and JSCC [27] reduce the
computational complexity drastically and have acceptable
iterations for practical implementation as Table VII shows.
On the other hand, for the same average PER, when the
bandwidth capacity of single-antenna scenario is set equal
to the sum of bandwidth capacity of multiple antennas for
multiantenna scenario, the performance under multiantenna
scenario is worse than that under single-antenna scenario as
Figs. 9 and 10 show. This is because video layers scheduling is

TABLE VII
AVERAGE N UMBER OF I TERATIONS

a discrete problem, and some scrap bandwidth of each antenna
cannot be effectively utilized for multiantenna scenario. However, from Figs. 9 and 12, we find that though the average
bandwidth capacity of multiantenna scenario is much smaller
than that of single-antenna scenario, it has better, at least not
worse video quality, this also demonstrates the advantage of
employing MIMO system for video transmission.
C. Subjective Quality Estimation
Since there is no widely accepted quality metric that
assesses quality-temporal tradeoffs, we have done some
viewing tests to obtain subjective MOS results so as to
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed video transmission scheme and solution algorithm. The results are
shown in Tables VIII–X. We have tested all the three video
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The above is also true at λ∗

TABLE VIII
MOS R ESULTS FOR V IDEO Akiyo W ITH AVERAGE PER = 10%

J ∗ = J (λ∗ ) ≤ J (Ki , λ∗ ).

(29)

Therefore, we have
J ∗ − J (Ki , λu ) ≤ J (Ki , λ∗ ) − J (Ki , λu )
= D(b(t0 , q0 ), X0 , Ki ) + gT (Ki )λ∗
−D(b(t0 , q0 ), X0 , Ki ) + gT (Ki )λu
= (gi )T (λ∗ − λu )

TABLE IX
MOS R ESULTS FOR V IDEO City W ITH AVERAGE PER = 10%

(30)

thus the right inequality of inequality (28) is also correct, and
the proof is complete.
A PPENDIX B
P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 2
Proof: The left inequality is obvious according to (16).
We now prove the right inequality as follows. From the
definition of v iu , if v iu > 0, then

TABLE X
MOS R ESULTS FOR V IDEO Crew W ITH AVERAGE PER = 10%

J (Ki , λu ) < J (λu ) + ε∀i = 1, 2, . . . , u.

sequences under different bandwidth constraints, and the PER
is set to 10%. All the video sequences, including the original
video sequences, are tested by 15 viewers. The subjective score
is given by all viewers independently and the average results
are showed in Tables VIII–X. From the results we can find that
our proposed scheme performs much better than the scheme
proposed in JSCC [27]. Besides, when the average bandwidth
is increasing, the MOS of our proposed scheme is very close
to the original video sequences. At last, compared with results
in Figs. 7–9 (see the revised paper), we can find that the MOS
results have similar characteristics with the results obtained
by the model. This also demonstrates the effectiveness of our
proposed video transmission scheme and solution algorithm.
VIII. C ONCLUSION

A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 1
Proof: The left inequality is obvious based on the assumption that J (Ki , λu ) < J ∗ . From (15), we have
min

1≤ktq ≤M

J (K, λu ) ≤ J (Ki , λu ).

Given the inequality (23), it implies that
J ∗ − J (λu )
J ∗ − J (Ki , λu ) > J ∗ − J (λu ) −
α
(α − 1)(J ∗ − J (λu ))
.
(32)
=
α
From Proposition 1 and the condition that α ≥ 2, for any
i = 1, 2, . . . , k, we have
(gi )T (λ∗ − λk )
J ∗ − J (λk )
<
≤ (gi )T (λ∗ − λk ).
α
(α − 1)
Finally, considering that

(33)

u

v iu ≥ 0, and

v iu = 1

(34)

i=1

we obtain
J ∗ − J (λu )
<
α

u

v iu (gi )T (λ∗ − λu ) = (g̃u )T (λ∗ − λu ).

(35)

i=1

Thus, Proposition 2 is proved.

In this paper, we have proposed a novel JSCC scheme for
UEP-based video transport over MIMO wireless networks.
By jointly considering video layer extraction, video layer
scheduling, and FEC rate allocation, the end-to-end video
distortion can be minimized. We have formulated the problem
as a nonlinear integer optimization problem. To reduce the
computational complexities of video layer extraction, 2-D FEC
rate allocation, and video layer scheduling, we have proposed
an efficient branch-and-bound algorithm to solve the optimization problem. Experimental results show that our proposed
schemes significantly improve the video quality compared with
existing schemes.

J (λu ) =

(31)

(28)

A PPENDIX C
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 1
Proof: From (20), we have
∗

λ − λu+1 2
= λ∗ − λu − s u g̃u
= λ∗ − λu

2

2

− 2s u (g̃u )T (λ∗ − λu ) + (s u )2 g̃u

2

.

(36)

Then, combined with Proposition 2 to be consistent, the above
yields
J ∗ − J (λu )
+ (s u )2 g̃u 2
λ∗ − λu+1 2 < λ∗ − λu 2 − 2s u
 ∗α
J − J (λu )
− s u g̃u 2
= λ∗ − λu 2 − s u 2
α
≤ λ∗ − λu 2 .
(37)
The last term of the above inequality comes from that
2 J ∗ − J (λu )/α − s u g̃u 2 ≥ 0 according to the range of
stepsizes in (24). Thus, Theorem 1 is proved.
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